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By joining forces, community developers and health professionals can have a more powerful impact.
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A monthly roundup of what we’re reading and where we’ve been at the intersection of community development and health.
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NOVEMBER
The way forward for community development and health

OCTOBER
From treating the ill to preventing the illness

SEPTEMBER
Poverty is down, health insurance coverage is up

buildhealthyplaces.org
PEOPLE GET SICK BECAUSE OF THEIR SOCIAL AND PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENTS

- Schools
- Grocery Stores
- Housing
- Transportation
- Parks and Playgrounds
- Jobs

PEOPLE GET SICK BECAUSE OF THEIR SOCIAL AND PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENTS
IN DETERMINING YOUR HEALTH...

54494 >
HEALTH DISPARITIES
SHORT DISTANCES: LARGE DIFFERENCES
MINNEAPOLIS – ST PAUL

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT IS IN THE ZIP CODE IMPROVEMENT BUSINESS
CURRENT HEALTHCARE EXPENDITURES?

$3 TRILLION/yr
SOCIAL DETERMINANTS OF HEALTH

Lack of Control $\rightarrow$ Toxic Stress

- Poverty
- Homelessness
- Underemployment
- Discrimination
- Death of a Loved One
- Poor Parenting
- Family Violence
- Lack of Health Care
- Education Deficit

- Poor Nutrition
- Limited Transportation
- Teenage Pregnancy
- Challenged Mental Health
- Single Parent Home
- Lack of Money
- Inadequate Social Network
- No Recreation

Source: www.smartcitymemphis.com/cartoon/toxic
IMPACTS OF TOXIC STRESS:

- IMMUNE SYSTEM
- INFLAMMATION
- FIGHT OR FLIGHT RESPONSE
- BRAIN DEVELOPMENT
TODAY’S SPEAKERS
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